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Chapter 6

Multiple target ionization

in collisions between highly

charged ions and Ar

Abstract We have performed measurements on charge state dis-

tributions of target ions produced in collisions of C 6+, N 6+, O 6+,

Ne 6+, Ar 6+ and Kr 6+ on Ar. Charge states of Ar target ions higher

than the initial projectile charge state are observed for C 6+, N 6+

and O 6+. This intriguing observation seems to imply that even in

low energy collisions (� keV amu�1) of highly charged ions on gas

targets excitation of the target occurs due to inner shell electron cap-

ture. For collisions of Ar 6+ and Kr 6+ on Ar less than six electrons

are transferred.

6.1 Introduction

The interaction between highly charged ions and gaseous targets has received a

lot of attention in the last decade. Much theoretical and experimental e�ort has

been done to understand the dynamics of the related electron capture processes.

It is now believed that one-electron capture is rather well understood (see for

an overview Fritsch and Lin 1991 and references therein). Two-electron capture

is more di�cult to treat because of the many possibly populated states and

because of electron-electron interaction (Stolterfoht et al 1986,1990). However,

the development of the overbarrier model (Niehaus 1986) led to an intuitive

understanding of the gross features of electron spectra resulting from two electron

capture as observed by di�erent groups (Mack 1987a, Bordenave-Montesquieu

et al 1987).

It is well established that the overbarrier model predicts the band of initially

populated states rather well, at least for two-electron capture. Experimental
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work (e.g. Posthumus et al 1992, Boudjema et al 1989, Mack et al 1989, Holt

et al 1991) as well as theoretical studies (Vaeck and Hansen 1989, Chen and

Lin 1993) showed in more detail which states are populated. At the same time

their investigations yielded information about energies and lifetimes of these

populated states. For several collision systems the interpretation of the observed

spectra led to the conclusion that after capture of electrons an unexpectedly large

fraction of projectiles stabilizes radiatively (Ali et al 1993, Cederquist et al 1992a,

Martin et al 1993, Roncin et al 1991). This observation has started discussions

about the dynamics of stabilization after capture of electrons in excited states of

the projectile (Van der Hart et al 1993, Kazansky and Roncin 1994, Gaboriaud

et al 1993).

Even more complicated and less understood is the capture of electrons from

many electron targets. The use of coincidence techniques (Posthumus and Mor-

genstern 1992) gave insight into the validity of the overbarrier model for multi-

electron capture. The method also allows to study pure two-electron capture

from multi-electron targets. In recent papers De Nijs et al (1994,1995) (chap-

ter 4, 5) have used this technique to study pure two-electron capture processes.

For an interpretation of the spectra it was necessary to assume, in view of

the overbarrier model, an important contribution of three-electron processes,

in which three electrons become quasi-molecular during the collision, but where

the most loosely bound electron is recaptured into an excited state of the target.

Although the overbarrier model in principle incorporates such target excitation

processes, it was previously believed to be a minor e�ect (Guillemot et al 1990).

Measurements of the �nal charge state of the target can give further insight

into the number of electrons transferred to the projectile. In the past many

experiments were performed, in which various collision products were measured

in coincidence with the charge state of selected target ions. For collisions of

highly charged Xe-ions on Xe and He Cederquist et al (1992a) showed that the

electronic structure of the projectile is of importance. Also the role of transfer

excitation could be emphasized in these collisions (Cederquist et al 1992b). Using

low energetic Ar ions extracted from a recoil ion source Cocke et al (1981) and

Justiniano et al (1981) identi�ed �nal charge states of both projectile and target,

concluding that direct ionization of the target is negligibly small.

In this chapter we report on measurements of the �nal charge state of Ar

after collisions with slow six-fold charged ions, done with a new high resolution

charge/mass spectrometer. We studied the following process:

X6+ +Ar! X(6�t)+ +Arr+ + (r � t)e� (6:1)

where X indicates one of the atoms C, N, O, Ne, Ar or Kr. The �nal charge

state of the projectile ion is 6� t, the charge state of the target is r so that r� t

electrons are emitted during or after the collision. At the low collision energies

used here the emitted electrons arise mainly from autoionization processes. Due

to the high resolution and sensitivity of the spectrometer it is possible to detect

processes up to high s(>5). The measurements indicate that the observed �nal

charge state distributions of the target are strongly inuenced by the initial
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structure of the projectile core.

6.2 Experiment

Highly charged C 6+, N 6+, O 6+, Ne 6+, Ar 6+ and Kr 6+ ions are extracted from

the ECR ion source installed at the Atomic Physics Facility at KVI, Groningen.

The extraction voltage of the source has been varied from 2 to 14 kV. Isotopic
13C was used to separate 13C 6+ from He 2+ produced from He, which is used as

mixing gas in the ECR ion source.

Downstream in the beam line a chopper is installed which yields ion beam

pulses with a width of 150 ns at a frequency of 50 kHz. The voltages on the

chopper plates are between -150 and 150 V.

About 2 m further the highly charged ions enter the setup, where they cross

a liquid nitrogen cooled gas target. A high resolution time-of-ight mass spec-

trometer viewing the reaction center is mounted perpendicular to the ion beam.

This reectron type spectrometer (Mamyrin et al 1973) is specially designed to

detect fragments from molecules after collisions with highly charged ions (Folk-

erts et al 1995). By applying a small extraction �eld to the reaction center, the

ionized target particles can be extracted towards the detector. After a total path

length of about 80 cm the ions are detected on a micro channel plate (MCP)

detector.

The time-of-ight of the ions from reaction center to the MCP detector is

characteristic for their m/q ratio. The ight time is measured with a time-

amplitude converter which is started by the delayed chopper signal and stopped

by an ion hitting the MCP detector. The digitized time-of-ights are stored

using a personal computer.

During measurements the pressure in the reaction center is kept low, about

10�2 Pa, to avoid double collisions and the projectile ion beam current is chosen

such that the number of particles in each beam burst is in the order of 105.

More detailed information on the experimental setup can be found in chap-

ter 3.

6.3 Experimental results

Figure 6.1 shows charge state spectra of Ar-target ions produced by 2 keV amu�1

C 6+, Ne 6+ and Ar 6+ ions colliding on Ar. The horizontal axis is the time-of-

ight, expressed in channel numbers, the vertical one is the observed ion yield.

The ion extraction �elds are chosen such that the time-of-ight for Ar 1+ is in

the order of 20�s. The observed ion yield for the lower charge states is somewhat

less than the real production yield, which is a result of the extraction �eld in

the collision center.

The detection e�ciency of the higher charge states (s>2 of eq.1) is assumed

to be close to 100%. This can be checked for collisions between Ar 6+-Ar. In �g-

ure 6.2 the relative contributions are plotted. The target-ion yields are corrected
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Figure 6.1: Experimental results of collisions between 2 keV amu�1 13C 6+ , Ne 6+, Ar 6+ and

Ar. Plotted are the charge state distribution of Ar q+. The horizontal axis is the time-of-ight,
expressed in channel numbers, the vertical one is the observed intensity of target-ions. In the

inset of each spectrum the lower part of the spectrum is enlarged. For C 6+ as projectile, Ar 8+

is observed as maximumcharge state. This can be explained by assuming extra autoionization
of the excited Ar after capture of inner electrons (see text).
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Figure 6.2: Comparison of our charge state distribution of collisions between 12 keV Ar 6+

on Ar with the results obtained by Astner et al (1984).

for the relatively low extraction �eld in the measurements. These are compared

with the work of Astner et al (1984). The measurements presented here are

within our estimated errors of � 20 %, in agreement with their measurements.

Peak identi�cation is done by evaluating the peak distance relative to that

of the expected charge state. The peak positions can be calculated from the

linear
p
m=q dependence. For all collision systems such spectra are measured

and analyzed. The relative ratios of Ar s+ scaled to the intensity of the Ar 3+-

intensity are summarized in �gure 6.3.

Small intensities of H, N and O are also observed in the raw spectra. They

result from the residual background gas pressure of 10�5 Pa. Not only contribu-

tions of 40Ar-ions are observed but also from isotopic 36Ar-ions in the expected

natural abundance of a few times 10�4.

6.4 Discussion

The capture of electrons from atoms into highly excited states of the projectile

ions can be described with the overbarrier model (Niehaus 1986, chapter 2).

The model predicts binding energies, principal quantum numbers and cross sec-

tions for the di�erent electron capture processes. Furthermore it provides reac-

tion windows. These Gaussian shaped windows de�ne the binding energy range

around the calculated central binding energy. In this range capture is presumed

to take place. The width of a reaction window is proportional to the square root

of the collision velocity.

During ion-atom collisions a quasi-molecule is formed. Each electron in the

target sees a potential barrier formed due to the extra potential of the projectile.

On the way-in the height of the barrier decreases as the internuclear distance
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Figure 6.3: The observed relative yield of distributions of Ar s+ as function of the collision
energy for di�erent 6+ projectiles, normalized to Ar 3+. The di�erent symbols indicate the
charge state of the target: closed symbols � 1+, 2 2+, 4 3+, 5 4+, and the open symbols
� 5+, 2 6+, 4 7+, 5 8+. From this �gure it is clear that the �nal charge state depends on
the electronic structure of the six-fold ionized projectiles.
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decreases. Once the barrier height equals the binding energy of an electron it

is not localized anymore on the target, but has become quasi-molecular. After

having reached the point of closest approach the ions start to recede and the

potential barrier between the ions increases again. At the point at which the

barrier height reaches the quasi-molecular energy of the electron, the electron

will be captured either by the projectile or by the target.

The actual orbital energies of the captured electrons lie inside the previously

described reaction windows. The binding energies of the stationary ionic states

at in�nite nuclear distance are calculated with self-consistent Hartree-Fock cal-

culations using the Cowan-code (Cowan 1981).

projectile con�guration average BE (eV) Ar q+ max

C 6+ 490 8+

N 6+ (1s) 552 7+

O 6+ (1s2) /(1s2s) 132/693 7+

Ne 6+ (1s22s2) 158 6+

Ar 6+ (core)(3s2 ) 94 5+

Kr 6+ (core)(4s2 ) 75 4+

Table 6.1: Summary of average binding energies for the lowest lying unoccupied orbitals of
the various projectiles with their con�gurations. Also tabulated are the maximum observed

charge states of Ar. From this table it is clear that the initial con�guration and binding energy
strongly inuences the maximum charge state of the target.

In table 6.1 we summarize con�gurations and average binding energies of the

lowest lying unoccupied orbitals of the projectiles and the measured maximum

target charge state, resulting from collisions with Ar.

Apparently there is a signi�cant di�erence between projectiles with and with-

out primary K-shell vacancies: those with such vacancies give rise to �nal target

charge state higher than the primary projectile charge, whereas those without

do not. Since the maximum observed charge state of Ar seems to be dependent

on this distinction we will discuss them accordingly. In 6.4.1 the collisions be-

tween C 6+, N 6+, and metastable O 6+ on Ar will be discussed and in 6.4.2 the

collisions between O 6+, Ne 6+, Ar 6+ and Kr 6+ on Ar.

6.4.1 Projectiles with K-shell vacancies: C 6+, N 6+ and

metastable O6++ Ar

If we examine the di�erent charge states of Ar formed by the collisions between

C 6+ and Ar, plotted in �gure 6.1, we observe besides the large contributions

of Ar 1+ to Ar 4+, also contributions of Ar 5+ up to Ar 8+. The formation of

Ar 7+ and Ar 8+ is in the �rst place unexpected since their charge states exceed

the charge state of the projectile, C 6+. The observation of these ions indicates

that during or after the collision electrons are ejected from the target. Direct
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ionization of the target is negligible in this collision energy range (Cocke et

al 1981, Justiniano et al 1981). To explain the increase of the �nal charge

state we have to assume production of excited target ions, which subsequently

autoionize, thereby increasing their charge state.

In view of the various binding energies involved it is very likely that such ex-

cited target ions are created via transfer of inner-shell electrons from the target

to the projectile. Binding energies of 1s-electron vacancies in C 6+ and C 5+ are

490 and 392 eV respectively, which is in the same range as ionization energies

of the least bound Ar L-shell electrons (420-915 eV). Therefore electron transfer

from the L-shell of Ar to the K-shell of C is very likely. Two subsequent au-

toionization steps in which the Ar-L-shell is �lled can lead to an increase of the

target charge state from q to q+2.

For high energy collisions (MeV) inner shell electron transfer processes have

been studied extensively (see e.g. Hagmann et al 1986, Schlachter et al 1989,

Stolterfoht 1987).

From such a transfer of inner shell electrons one can also try to understand

the experimentally observed dependence of the cross sections on the collision

velocity: for an e�ective electron transfer between argon L-shell and carbon K-

shell impact parameters in the order of the argon L-shell radius are required.

Besides a correspondingly small cross section this also implies that the collision

energy has to be su�ciently high to overcome the Coulomb repulsion of the

colliding partners, which becomes active when a large number of electrons (here

up to 8) have become quasi-molecular and do not longer shield the nuclear

charges. In �gure 6.5 we plot the dependence of the Ar 8+ and the Ar 7+ yield -

normalized to the Ar 1+ yield - as a function of the collision energy. The velocity

dependence due to the Coulomb repulsion mentioned above is shown as the

dotted line. To obtain this line impact parameter dependent classical trajectories

were calculated, along this trajectory the e�ective nuclear charge on the way in

is stepwise increased when additional electrons become quasi-molecular. On the

way out the e�ective charges are changed depending on capture or recapture of

electrons. Clearly the measured velocity dependence is much more pronounced

than expected from the dotted line.

From the overbarrier model we can deduce an extra velocity dependence. The

width �E of a reaction window for an electron, centered around the e�ective

binding energy, is a function of the collision velocity (Niehaus 1986):

�E =

r
vrad

dV

dt
(6:2)

with vrad the radial velocity and
dV
dt

the derivative of the potential barrier at the

capture distance. The shape of the reaction window is assumed to be Gaussian.

A measure for the probability to capture an electron can be deduced from the

weighted energy separation between available levels. The probability can be

estimated from the reaction windows by assuming that it is proportional to the

relative height of the window at the available levels.

The probability P to capture of the n � th electron (n=1 is the outer, most
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loosely bound electron, n=2 the next electron etc.) into the projectile is then

given by

P = exp(�
(Eqm � Ep)

2

2�E2
)�[exp(�

(Eqm �Ep)
2

2�E2
)+exp(�

(Eqm � Et)
2

2�E2
)]�1 (6:3)

where Eqm is the quasi-molecular binding energy calculated with the overbarrier

model. Et and Ep are the binding energies of the electron in the target and

projectile respectively, but calculated at the distance where the capture takes

place introducing a shift q=Rc in the binding energy. For the target electrons

q = 6 is used, for the electrons captured into projectile levels q = 9 for the 9th

and q = 10 for 10th electron is used.

For the formation of Ar 8+ two L-shell vacancies have to be created. For the

probability PAr8+ all possible capture processes have to be taken into account.

The necessary condition is that the 10th as well as the 9th electron are captured

by the projectile and moreover four of the eight M-shell electrons. Therefore

PAr8+ is estimated to be

PAr8+ = P10 � P9 � (���
8

i=1P
�
i ) (6:4)

with �� indicating a sum over all the di�erent possible strings �, i.e. the di�erent

possible combinations to capture or to recapture an electron. The product term

� indicates the probability to capture the remaining electrons in the string �.

The probabilities Pi are calculated with respect to possibly previously captured

electrons, so maintaining the string characteristic.

The target binding energy of the 10th electron in Ar at 1.45 a.u. is 591 eV,

the energy of the lowest orbital in C 6+ is 678 eV. The width of the reaction

window is 56 eV for a collision energy of 60 keV. For recapture into the target

the binding energy of the available orbital is equal to the quasi-molecular energy

of 591 eV. This situation is shown in �gure 6.4 for collisions between C 6+ and Ar.

Drawn are the potential wells seen by an electron in the quasi-molecule at the

point on the outgoing path where the electron will be captured or recaptured. In

this �gure also the reaction windows are shown for two energies. In the reaction

windows the energies of those orbitals are plotted into which the electron will be

captured or recaptured. The energy dependence for the 10th electron is stronger

than that for the 9th electron in Ar.

For the formation of Ar 7+ the situation is a bit more complicated. In this

case it is necessary to incorporate the possibility to capture either the 9th or the

10th electron, in each case yielding an L-shell vacancy, the necessary condition

for creation of Ar 7+. The probability PAr7+ is thus

PAr7+ = [P10 � (1� P9) + P �

9
� (1� P10) + P �

9
] � (���

8

i=1P
�
i ) (6:5)

The �rst two terms in the formula indicate the case where ten electrons have

become quasi-molecular. For the possibility of nine quasi-molecular electrons,
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i.e. somewhat larger impact parameters, the last term is included. The P9 term

is the probability of capturing an electron when the 10th electron is already

captured. The P �

9
is for the case that the 10th electron is recaptured by the

target. This di�erence is important for the shift due to the induced Coulomb

�eld of the collision partners. For P9 the 9th electron is shifted in the �eld of a

5+ core, where for P �

9
this electron is shifted in the �eld of the original 6+ core.
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Figure 6.5: Velocity dependence of intensity of Ar 8+ and Ar 7+ in collisions between C 6+.

The dotted line is the expected ratio calculated from classical trajectory using only Coulomb
repulsion between the projectile and target in the quasi-molecule. The solid lines stems from

calculations where the velocity dependent width of the reaction window determines the prob-
ability of capture into the projectile or target (see text).

In �gure 6.5 we plot PArq+ as function of the collision energy. As a �rst

approximation the sum terms in the formulae are taken to be constant over the

collision energy, because no strong velocity dependence of the relative yield is ob-

served for the collision systems where only M-shell electron capture is expected.

We observe that this approach describes the observed velocity dependence at

least qualitatively. A precise calculation would have to include all the di�erent

strings weighted with the appropriate recapture distances. In the calculations

this distance was chosen about 1.5 a.u. for both 9th and 10th electron.

To summarize, in view of the fact that the two 1s-vacancies in C 6+ are

nearly resonant with the Ar L-shell it is believed that �lling of these two va-

cancies creates two L-shell vacancies in Ar. The resulting highly excited target

may subsequently autoionize two times to �ll the Ar L-shell vacancies. This
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mechanism can be tested by comparing with projectiles containing only one or

even no K-vacancies, resonant with the Ar L-shell. To exemplify this we plotted

in �gure 6.6 the ionization energies of electrons in the orbitals of various 5+

ions compared to the ionization energies of Ar. So for N 6+ with one vacancy

in resonance with the L-shell of Ar an increase of the target charge state of 1 is

expected.
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Figure 6.6: Energy level diagram for C 4+, C 5+, N 5+, O 5+ and metastable O 5+ , indicated

with *, and ionization energies of Ar. The binding energy of the n=1 electrons in the various
ions is comparable to the ionization energy of the L-shell in Ar. From this picture it is clear

that there is a possibility for capture from L-shell electrons into the n=1 shells of di�erent
projectiles, creating vacancies in the L-shell of Ar.

The orbital energy of the K-shell vacancy in N 6+ is 540 eV, which is close

to the L-shell electrons of Ar, with ionization energies ranging between 420 and

915 eV. This implies that an electron from the L-shell of Ar can in principle

be captured quasi-resonantly into the K-shell vacancy in N 6+. The resulting

L-shell vacancy in Ar can decay via autoionization thus yielding a maximum Ar

charge state of 7+. A similar situation exists for metastable O 6+. In ion beams

created with ECR-sources a considerable fraction (5�10%) of the beam consists
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of metastable O 6+ with con�guration (1s2s) (Mack 1987b). The 1s-ionization

energy of O 5+(1s22s) is 693 eV, resonant with Ar L-shell. In our opinion the

observed Ar 7+ is due to capture of electrons into 1s-orbital of metastable O 6+.

O 6+ in the ground state has no K-vacancies. It is therefore expected that

the maximum charge state of Ar will not exceed the maximum projectile charge

state. We will discuss this in the following sub-section.

6.4.2 Projectiles with �lled K- or L-shells: O 6+, Ne 6+,

Ar 6+ and Kr 6+ + Ar

When projectiles with �lled inner-shell orbitals are used a direct electron ex-

change between inner projectile- and target-orbitals is impossible. Therefore

one expects that for such projectiles autoionization processes in the target sub-

sequent to the collision do not take place, and that consequently the maximum

target charge state does not exceed the initial projectile charge state. From

�gure 6.1 one can see that this expectation is generally justi�ed.

When going from Ne 6+ via Ar 6+ to Kr 6+ projectiles we observe maximum

charge states of the Ar target of q=6, q=5 and q=4 respectively. One might

wonder why not in all three cases up to 6 electrons are transferred. To some

extent the binding energies involved are responsible for this: whereas transfer of

a total of 6 electrons from Ar to the Ne 6+ projectile can occur as an exother-

mic process, a similar transfer to the Kr 6+ projectile is an endothermic process

and thus less likely. Just to give an indication of this: ionization potentials of

Ne 5+, Ar 5+ and Kr 5+ are 158 eV, 94 eV and 75 eV respectively. For Ar 6+

collisions on Ar a transfer of 6 electrons can in principle take place near reso-

nantly (apart from a change in translational electronic energy). However here

another aspect becomes important: in the classical overbarrier model it is always

presumed that the highly ionized projectile contributes non-occupied atomic or-

bitals to the formation of quasi-molecular orbitals during the collision. As long

as bare projectile ions are used this assumption is justi�ed. For a symmetric

many-electron system like Ar 6+ + Ar however electron promotion during the

approach of the collision partners has to be taken into account. This implies that

inner shell projectile electrons have to be accommodated in the quasi-molecular

orbitals, thus inhibiting a quasi resonant transition of many electrons. Although

a simultaneous transition of all 6 electrons is no doubt a near resonant process,

a one-by-one transfer of electrons is not necessarily a resonant process for every

step. In view of the electron promotion it is therefore not amazing that during

Ar 6+ on Ar collisions a transfer of 6 electrons turns out to have a cross section

below our detection limit, implying that it is at least four orders of magnitude

smaller than the cross section for three-electron transfer.

The aspect of electron promotion is certainly also important on Kr 6+ on Ar

collisions, and to a large extent responsible for the fact that a transfer of at most

4 electrons is observed. This implies that the classical overbarrier model can not

simply be applied to collision systems with �lled inner shells even if one of the

collision partners is highly ionized.
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6.5 Conclusions

We have performed charge state distribution measurements for collisions between

various highly charged ions and Ar, using a new high resolution spectrometer.

An unexpectedly high charge state - higher than the projectile charge state - was

observed for C 6+ and N 6+ projectiles. We ascribe this to autoionization of the

target after capture of inner shell electrons from Ar. This is direct evidence for

the formation of strongly excited target ions resulting from capture processes,

which was already invoked by De Nijs et al (1994, 1995) to interpret energy

spectra of projectile emitted electrons.

For Ar 6+ and Kr 6+ projectiles on the other hand unexpectedly low target

charge states have been observed (always less than the projectile charge). We

ascribe this to the presence of many inner-shell electrons which are promoted

during the collisional formation of the quasi-molecule. Such a promotion results

in occupied orbitals and thus inhibits an e�ective capture of electrons. For such

systems with many inner-shell electrons the classical overbarrier model can not

longer be applied without great care. A more detailed interpretation would

require the knowledge of quantitative correlation diagrams and potential energy

curves.
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